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INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that the force that a muscle can develop
during an isometric contraction is influenced by its contractile
history [1]. Active stretch increases the force developed during
a subsequent isometric contraction (‘force enhancement’, FE),
while active shortening decreases subsequent isometric force
(‘force depression’, FD). The mechanisms underlying these
two phenomena are not well understood, although a number of
possibilities have been suggested and the causes of FE and FD
are thought to be different [2]. In order to be able to choose
between proposed mechanisms, it is necessary to have a
detailed knowledge of the characteristics of FE and FD. Here
we determine the relationship between the amount of FE or
FD and the amplitude of stretch or shortening, respectively.
We hypothesised that the nature of this relationship would be
different for FE and FD.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As hypothesised, FE and FD showed different relationships to
stretch/shortening amplitude. Total FE increased with stretch
amplitude up to approximately 9mm stretch and then levelled
off (Figure 1). Passive force enhancement increased with
stretch amplitude up to approximately 9mm, then decreased.
The relationships of total and passive FE to stretch amplitude
were well-fitted by third order polynomials (R2 > 0.96). FD
increased with shortening amplitude without levelling off
(Figure 2). The relationships of FD to shortening amplitude
were well-fitted by second order polynomials (R2 > 0.94).
These differences in the behaviour of FE and FD support the
hypothesis that they arise from different causes. Any
mechanism that is proposed to explain FE must be able to
account for the fact that FE increases with stretch only over a
limited range of amplitudes before the effect appears to
become saturated. Further investigation of the passive
component of FE is important for understanding this
behaviour.

METHODS
The experiments were performed using seven cat soleus
muscles, as described previously [3]. The muscles were
isolated in situ and were activated through electrical
stimulation of the tibial nerve. An isometric force-length
relationship was obtained and optimal length was defined as
the length at which active muscle force was highest.
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The isometric force developed at a muscle length 9mm longer
than optimal length was measured following active stretches
of between 3 and 24mm. Total FE was defined as the
difference between the isometric force developed after stretch
and the force during a purely isometric contraction at the same
length. Passive FE [4] was defined as the difference between
passive force following a stretch trial and passive force
following a purely isometric trial at the same length.
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Figure 2: Relationship between force depression (FD) and
shortening amplitude in seven cat soleus muscles.

The isometric force developed at a muscle length 9mm shorter
than optimal length was measured following shortening
contractions of between 3 and 18mm. FD was defined as the
difference between the isometric force developed after
shortening and the force during a purely isometric contraction
at the same length.
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Figure 1: Relationship between total force enhancement
(FE) and stretch amplitude in seven cat soleus muscles.
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